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Small-Signal Stability Analysis for Microgrids Under
Uncertainty Using MALANN Control Technique

Anantha Krishnan Venkatesan , Umashankar Subramaniam , Senior Member, IEEE,
Mahajan Sagar Bhaskar , Senior Member, IEEE, O. V. Gnana Swathika , Senior Member, IEEE,

Sanjeevikumar Padmanaban , Senior Member, IEEE, Dhafer J. Almakhles , Senior Member, IEEE,
and Massimo Mitolo, Fellow, IEEE

Abstract—Microgrids are often considered as the solution for
affordable and clean energy in the distribution sector. This article
presents the small-signal stability analysis of a distributed gener-
ation unit in an autonomous microgrid operation. The purpose
of the proposed strategy is to optimally improve the capacity of
the power system to restore the reasonable operating condition
following a small physical disturbance. The proposed strategy is
the joined execution of both the modified antlion optimization al-
gorithm (MALO) and artificial neural network (ANN), and hence it
is abbreviated to MALANN. In this article, the proposed controller
comprises two control loops, namely the inner current control
loop and the outer power control loop. The MALO technique
is incorporated to generate the dataset of possible proportional
integral (PI) gain parameters. By using the accomplished dataset
of MALO, the ANN is trained, and convincing estimate execution
is brought out through the entire machine working condition. The
proposed strategy is implemented in MATLAB/Simulink, and the
results are examined with two test cases and compared with various
solution techniques such as base method and ant-lion optimization.
The results prove that the stability analysis is reasonably accurate,
and the controller offers a reliable system’s operation.

Index Terms—Artificial neural network (ANN), clean energy,
climatic changes, distributed generation, inner current and outer
power control loop, modified antlion optimization (MALO), small-
signal stability analysis, sustainable communities, system state
matrix.

I. INTRODUCTION

D EVELOPING natural concerns and competitive energy
policies have prompted the decentralization of power
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generation. They have in-turn facilitated in realizing sustainable
communities in the distribution network. Installations of dis-
tributed generators (DGs), such as photovoltaic, wind, etc., are
expected to increase worldwide in the next decade due to climatic
change. As far as quality and reliability are concerned, DGs give
better power because of their location being near consumers [1].
In other words, microgrid (MG) forms a cluster of DGs, with
controllers, energy storages, and loads [2]. Controllable DGs
also ensure responsible power production and consumption.
This regime can maintain the reliability of the network and solve
a series of problems caused by large-scale DG access; thus, it
becomes an advanced scheme for future power supply and an
essential part of smart grid construction [3].

The supply/demand inside MGs working in grid-connected
mode gives/draws power. Microgrids work as an independent
power system, i.e., at the point when not connected to the main
grid is said to be in islanded mode [4]. It is well known that
stability plays a crucial role in the quality and reliability of MGs.
As per the nature of the disturbance, the MG stability issues can
be isolated into small-signal stability and the high disturbance
stability [5], [6]. Research on the mathematical model of MG
stability analysis and stability improvement methods for the MG
is predominantly focused [7], [8]. One of the essential worries
among different kinds of stability problems in the MG is the
small-signal stability issues [9], [10]. With the end goal to keep
up power quality inside the directed range and improve the
dynamic performance, it is fundamental to dissect the small-
signal model and select diverse parameters for the controller or
filter [11], [12]. In the conventional power system, the stability
analysis is set up well with the dynamics of the network. Also,
in MGs, a small-signal dynamic equation for MGs modeling
might be troublesome due to the control strategy of DG on
account of complexity and diversity [13]. Thus, modeling and
performance analysis of small-signal for MG has bit by bit
turned out to be one of the concerning issues [14], [15]. For
the small-signal stability, the impacts of droop control gains,
line impedance, and load fluctuations on the qualities of MG
voltage and frequency are discussed in the ongoing works [16].
In any case, it just acquired the parameters variation for regular
pattern and did not advance a particular optimization scheme
[17]. For the droop controllers of inverter-interfaced DGs by
dynamic model, the particle swarm optimization algorithms
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were utilized. Yet, it just considered the PI controller parameters
affect, hence results were not extensive and still further change
is required [18]. The MG control strategies have their very own
small-signal model to encapsulate the dynamic and steady-state
performance [19]. The reference model droop gains are managed
at the secondary level by interactive droop management scheme
along the ac power flow supervisory control strategy to obtain
the nominal setting of the central controller in MG [20]. This
article presents the small-signal stability analysis of a distributed
generation unit in an autonomous MG operation. The purpose
of the proposed strategy is to optimally improve the capacity of
the power system to restore the reasonable operating condition
following a small physical disturbance. The proposed strategy is
the joined execution of both the modified ant-lion optimization
algorithm (MALO) and artificial neural network (ANN), and
hence it is named as MALANN. The behavior of the inner
model-based current and voltage controllers, a state-space model
by utilizing small-signal analysis is discussed [21]. In three MG
structures, a combination of different DG units was considered
to investigate the small-signal stability and possible interaction
between sensitive modes, particularly in an autonomous mode of
MG operation. For enhancing the performance of the robust con-
troller, robust decentralized servo-mechanism control scheme
for autonomous voltage sourced converter-based MGs including
multiple distributed energy resources is presented [22]. By a
fuzzy logic controller, the presented control scheme adds a new
control loop to control the reactive power reference to have the
benefit of increasing the system stability margins. Moreover,
fitness comparison, robustness and time delay analysis were
analyzed.

The review of the recent research work shows that the system
stability in the MG is an essential contributing factor in the power
distribution system. Small-signal stability is one of the vital
problems in the reliable operation of a MG. In such a manner,
a few issues regarding the resiliency of MG are concerned, for
example, fault ride-through capability, nonlinear and unbalanced
loads inclusion, communication time-delay, power-sharing, and
advanced MG power-flow techniques. Droop control method
utilizes small-signal modeling.

In any case, when load dynamics are considered, it has a weak
transient performance and lack of black start capacity. Central-
ized control demands high-bandwidth communication and thus,
failure in communication system lead to system collapse. No
solution has been introduced to keep up the stability of the system
in large-signal disturbances and the desired power sharing. To
overcome these difficulties, optimal detecting using advanced
technology is required. In related works, few control systems
are introduced to tackle the small-signal disturbances, and the
previously mentioned confinements have motivated to do this
research work.

The rest of this article is organized as follows. Section II
depicts the small-signal stability model of autonomous MG
operation. Analysis of small-signal stability for MG using the
proposed method is clarified in Section III. Section IV clears up
the comparative investigation and appraisal. Finally, Section V
concludes this article.

Fig. 1. Typical configuration of microgrid.

Fig. 2. Schematic diagram of the controlled VSI system.

II. SMALL-SIGNAL MODEL OF AUTONOMOUS

MICROGRID OPERATION

In this section, the small-signal stability model of autonomous
MG operation is portrayed. A MG setup is portrayed in Fig. 1.
In view of their own reference frame d–q, these dynamics
are depicted. The analysis of the microgrid is considered in a
common reference frame D–Q and all the sub-models is referred
to [6]. Using the accompanying transformation procedure, the
output signals of the inverter can be changed over into a common
reference frame D–Q given by the following:

[FDQ] = [Ti][FDQi] (1)

where Ti. denotes the transfer matrix of the ith DG such that

[Ti] =

[
cos(θi) − sin(θi)
sin(θi) cos(θi)

]
(2)

where θi represents the difference in angles between the refer-
ence frame and the ith frame. If all the DG resources are voltage
source inverter (VSI)-based, then one of them must be regarded
as the reference, with its θ being 0 in a MG.

A. State-Space Model of a 3φ VSI System

In this section, the model of state-space 3φ VSI system and
the schematic chart of the controlled VSI system are depicted
in Fig. 2. Here, two main circuits can be isolated. The primary
power circuit combines the inverter and the output LC filter. The
second main power circuit comprises the power controller and
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Fig. 3. Block diagram of the proposed MALANN power controller.

Fig. 4. Block diagram of the proposed MALANN current controller.

current controller. The dynamic of the dc-bus can be disregarded
while accepting that the DG unit, which is a constant dc source.
Also, because the inverter is a switch-mode device with the suf-
ficiently high switching frequency, the switching action does not
affect the states when an excellent attenuation of the switching
frequency ripple is achieved through the output LC filter [24].
The rest of the parts of the state-space model are depicted as
follows.

1) Power Controller: The block diagram of the proposed
power controller is shown in Fig. 3. By using the proposed
MALANN approach, the system voltage and frequency are
directed with a standard PI controller to generate the current
reference vectors. The corresponding state-space equations are
formulated as follows:

dξd
dt

= V ∗ − V,
dξq
dt

= F ∗ − F. (3)

The output equation is considered from Figs. 3 and 4, and
stated as follows:

I∗d = KPV (V
∗ − V ) +KIV ξd (4)

I∗q = KPF (F
∗ − F ) +KIF ξq (5)

where I∗d and I∗q denote the current reference vectors. Since the
power controller input is divided into two terms: reference and
the feedback inputs, the state-space equations of a linearized

small-signal model can be written as follows:[
Δξ•dq

]
= aP [Δξdq] + bP1[ΔV •ΔF ∗]T + bP2[ΔVΔF ]T

(6)
where

Δξdq = [Δξd Δξq]
T , aP = [0], bP1 =

[
1 0
0 1

]
,

bP2 =

[−1 0
0 −1

]

[ΔI∗dq] = cP [Δξdq] + dP1[ΔV ∗ΔF ∗]T + dP2[ΔV ΔF ]T ,

ΔI∗dq = [ΔI∗d ΔI∗q ]
T

cP =

[
KIV 0
0 KIF

]
, dP1 =

[
KPV 0

0 KPF

]
,

dP2 =

[−KPV 0
0 −KPF

]

⎫⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎬
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎭

.

(7)
2) Current Controller: The block diagram of the current

controller is depicted in Fig. 4. Two PI regulators are used to
enhance the steady-state and dynamic performance by eliminat-
ing the current error in both the inverter current loop and the grid
voltage feed-forward loop. Here, the coupling inductance is not
considered, that means, Vb = Vo and the state-space equations
can be formulated as follows:

dδd
dt

= I∗d − Ild,
dδq
dt

= I∗q − Ilq. (8)

The output equations are formulated as follows:

V ∗
d = Vod − ωnLsIlq +KPC(I

∗
d − Ild) +KICδd (9)

where ωn is the nominal frequency in radian per second in the
MG, direct component of the measured output voltage of the
DG unit as Vod

V ∗
q = Voq − ωnLsIld +KPC(I

∗
q − Ilq) +KICδq (10)

where Voq is a quadratic component of the measured output
voltage of the DG unit. The linearized small-signal state-space
equations can be formulated as follows:

[ •
Δδdq

]
= aC [Δδdq] + bC1[ΔI∗dq]

T + bC2

⎡
⎣ ΔIldq
ΔVodq

ΔIodq

⎤
⎦ (11)

where ΔIodq is the output current and

Δδdq = [Δδd Δδq]
T , aC = [0], bC1 =

[
1 0
0 1

]
,

bC2 =

[−1 0 0 0 0 0
0 −1 0 0 0 0

]

[ΔV ∗
dq] = cC [Δδdq] + dC1[ΔI∗dq]

T + dC2

⎡
⎣ ΔIldq
ΔVodq

ΔIodq

⎤
⎦

⎫⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎬
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎭

.

(12)
3) Coupling Inductance and Output LC Filter: The inverter

drives perfect tracking (Vi = V∗) is assumed, and using the
coupling inductance promote examination is completed. The
small-signal state-space equations of the output LC filter and
the coupling inductance can be obtained as follows:

dIld
dt

= −rf
lf

Ild + ωIlq +
1

lf
VId − 1

lf
Vod (13)
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where lf and cf are the output filter

dIlq
dt

= −rf
lf

Ilq + ωIld +
1

lf
VIq − 1

lf
Voq (14)

dVod

dt
= ωV oq +

1

cf
IId − 1

cf
Iod (15)

dVoq

dt
= −ωV od +

1

cf
IIq − 1

cf
Ioq (16)

dIod
dt

= −rc
lc
Iod + ωIoq +

1

lc
Vod − 1

lc
Vbd (17)

where lc is the coupling inductance, a direct component of the
measured output current of the DG unit as Iod, a quadratic
component of the measured output current of the DG unit as
Ioq

dIod
dt

= −rc
lc
Ioq + ωIod +

1

lc
Voq − 1

lc
Vbq. (18)

In view of the own referenced d–q frame and using the
transformation system given by (1), the inverter output current
must be represented in a standard reference dq frame which is
determined as follows:

[ΔIoDQ] = [T ][ΔIodq]. (19)

Using the inverse transformation method, the bus voltage can
be changed over into the inverter reference through d–q frame
as follows:

[ΔVbdq] = [T ]−1[ΔVbDQ]. (20)

The overall state-space model of the inverter can be char-
acterized by combining the state-space equations of the power
controller, current controller, and the output LC filter given by
(6), (7), (11), (12), (18), and (19). The dynamic inverter model
can be described by the following:[ •

ΔXInv

]
=

(
ainv1[ΔXInv] + ainv2[ΔV ∗ΔF ∗]T

+ainv3[ΔVΔF ]T + binv[ΔVbDQ]

)
(21)

[ΔIoDQ] = cInv[ΔXInv]. (22)

B. State-Space Model of the Network and Load

In this section, the small-signal state-space model of the
network and load are discussed. Assuming that there is L number
of loads and N is the number of network nodes, which yields LN
number of lines; the corresponding state-space equation of the
loads can be resolved given the accompanying condition[ •

ΔIloadDQ

]
= aload[ΔIloadDQ] + bload[ΔVbDQ] (23)

where
•

ΔIloadDQ represents the ith load connected to the jth node
such that

[ΔIloadDQ] = [ΔIloadDQ1 ΔIloadDQ2 . . . ΔIloadDQL ]T .

The network state-space equation can be mathematically for-
mulated as follows:

[
•

ΔIlineDQ] = anet[ΔIlineDQ] + bnet[ΔVbDQ]. (24)

TABLE I
PARAMETERS OF THE SYSTEM

For the network with the ith lines in (24), the following
equation is derived:

[ΔInetDQ] = [ΔInetDQ1 ΔInetDQ2 . . . ΔInetDQLN ]T .

C. Microgrid Overall Model

The complete models of the inverter, network, and load are
often combined to represent the overall MG model. The voltage
in the node is the input to each model; it very well may be found
in the linearized equations given by (20), (22), and (23). Between
each network node and ground, there is a virtual resistance (rN)
of significant magnitude in the range (rN ≤ 1000 Ω) [6]. Load
current and the line current the equation for the node voltage can
be equated as follows:

ΔVbDQi = rN (ΔIoDQi −ΔIloadDQi +ΔInetDQi) . (25)

The MG model for the node voltage is derived as follows:

ΔVbDQi = RN

(
mInv[ΔIoDQi] +mload[ΔIloadDQi]

+mnet[ΔInetDQi]
)

(26)

where a diagonal matrix of size (2N × 2N) with elements equal
to rN is specified as RN. A (2N × 2L) matrix with −1 elements
are taken for the loads and considered as mload, (2N × 2LN)
matrix with ±1 element considering the direction of the node
current as mnet. The overall small-signal state-space model of
the MG can be formulated by using the linearized state-space
equations (21), (23), and (24) as follows:⎡

⎢⎣
•

ΔXInv

ΔIlineDQ

ΔIloadDQ

⎤
⎥⎦ = aMG

⎡
⎣ ΔXInv

ΔIlineDQ

ΔIloadDQ

⎤
⎦ (27)

where the system state matrix αMG is formulated based on
the following equation. Through the matrix αMG, the stability
analysis can be investigated, (28) as shown bottom of the next
page.

From the ABCD matrix of the system, eigen-value analysis
is performed with A-matrix (aMG) to perform stability analysis
with three controllers as this is required for small-signal stability
analysis. The controller gains [10] are tuned and compared, as
shown in Tables II and III (given in Section IV) for stability anal-
ysis. Hence, the eigen-value analysis is not computed. Results
of fitness comparison of three methods are included to prove the
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TABLE II
OPTIMAL GAIN PARAMETERS FOR VDC REGULATOR

TABLE III
OPTIMAL GAIN PARAMETERS FOR CURRENT REGULATOR

effectiveness of the proposed system

Δẋ = AcΔxconv +BcΔvtdq (29)

Δxconv = [ΔδΔPΔQΔGvΔGIΔitdΔitq

ΔiodΔioqΔvcfdΔvcfq]
T . (30)

III. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY-BASED SMALL-SIGNAL

STABILITY ANALYSIS FOR MICROGRID

In this section, the analysis of small-signal stability for MG
using the proposed method is described. The proposed con-
troller is the combination of both the MALO and ANN, named
as MALANN. The proposed technique optimally predicts the
control parameters of the inner current control loop and the
outer power control loop. By using the accomplished dataset of
MALO, the ANN is trained, and convincing estimate execution
is brought out through the entire machine working condition. For
identifying the validity of the controller design, the sensitivity to
the control parameters is also presented. The steps for generating
the dataset of PI gain parameters using MALO technique have
been briefly clarified in the following section.

A. Dataset Generation of PI Gain Parameters
Using MALO Algorithm

The ALO algorithm is a population-based arbitrary inquiry
technique. It is propelled by the hunting of ants and other prey by
the ant lions found in nature [23]. In the ALO algorithm, ants are
considered as specialists over the pursuit space which meanders.
In the ground, to expand and trap, the ants and ant lions dig
pits. By characterizing operations for the ALO technique with
the ant and ant lion, the diverse advances, taken amid hunting
are modeled. Here, the looking conduct of the ALO technique
is balanced by using the capable neighborhood looks for limits
like crossover and mutation. In this article, the MALO algorithm
is implemented to optimize the control parameters of the inner
current control loop, and the outer power control loop in the VSI
controlled system.

The MALO algorithm is performed as the global search opti-
mization, and the progression method of the proposed algorithm
is considered from the random walk of ants as given below.

1) Random Walks Creation of Ants: The random walks of the
ant are created using the following equation:

R (t) =
{
0, cs(2r(a1, − 1), cs(2r(a2,)− 1),

. . . .cs(2r(al, − 1)
}

(31)

where the cumulative sum is represented as cs, the maximum
number of iterations is represented as l, and a step of the
arbitrary walk is indicated as a stochastic function r(n), which
is represented as follows:

r(n) =

{
1 if random > 0.5
0 if random ≤ 0.5.

(32)

For keeping the random walks as normalized within the search
space, the equation is formulated as follows:

Rt
i =

(Rt
i − γi) (κi − λt

i)

(μt
i − γi)

+ λt
i (33)

where a minimum of an arbitrary walk of an ith variable repre-
sented as γi, maximum of an ith variable at the tth iteration is
represented as κi, minimum of the ith variable at the tth iteration
is indicated asλt

i, and the maximum of random walk in the ith
variable is indicated as μt

i. Once the process mentioned above is
completed, the MALO-based ANN technique is used to predict
the best possible control parameters of the inner current and
outer current control loop. The dataset generation flowchart of
the MALO algorithm is shown in Fig. 5.

B. Prediction of Optimal PI Gain Parameters
Using ANN Technique

The ANN procedure is trained to optimize the PI gain pa-
rameters, reference and actual values of voltage, current, and
frequency are taken as the network input, and the optimal control
parameters are the output of the network. ANN is used to capture
the optimal PI gain parameters.

The ANN is trained to compute the reference voltage required
for modulation signal. The actual behavior of the system con-
straints is generating the training data. The learning task is given
in the form of the training set. Backpropagation (BP) training
algorithm [25] and Levenberg Marquardt algorithm [26] are used
in the network to train the dataset. The feed-forward network is
trained by the BP algorithm to train the ANN controller to get
the optimum and best result. Once the procedure is finished, the
ANN is set up to produce the optimal control parameters of the
inner current control loop and the outer power control loop. The
prediction procedure of the ANN strategy flowchart is depicted
in Fig. 6. The proposed strategy is experienced underneath the
MATLAB/Simulink stage, and the proficiency of the proposed
method is compared with the existing method.

aMG =

⎡
⎣
aInv + bInvRNmInvcInv bInvRNmInvcInv · · · · · · bInvRNmload

bnetRNmnetcnet anet + bnetRNmnet · · · · · · bnetRNmload

bloadRNminvcinv bloadRNmnet · · · · · · aload + bloadRNmload

⎤
⎦ (28)
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Fig. 5. Generation of the dataset using MALO algorithm.

Fig. 6. Prediction procedure of ANN strategy.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In this section, the proposed method is compared with the ex-
isting techniques and implemented in the MATLAB/simulation
working stage to show the effectiveness of the proposed ap-
proach effectiveness. By utilizing the proposed technique, the
gain parameters of the PI controller are tuned optimally, and
the controller offers a reliable system operation. The proposed
system is tested based on two test cases such as irradiance change
and the load change from 0.6 to 0.8 time period, and their results
are compared with different solution techniques such as base and
ALO. The proposed approach for two test cases is discussed
below. The parameters of the system are tabulated in Table I.
The controller values depend on the error of Id and Id in the
iterative function. For each iteration, the values are taken by the
equation modeling

u (i) = kp × err_id (i) + ki× err_id (i) . (34)

Fig. 7. Simulation waveforms for test case 1 (wind). (a) Wind Speed. (b) Irra-
diance. (c) Current using the proposed method. (d) Voltage using the proposed
method.

Fig. 8. Simulation waveforms for test case 1 (PV). (a) Current using the
proposed method. (b) Voltage using the proposed method.

Fig. 9. Simulation waveforms for test case 1 (Diesel Generator). (a) Current
using the proposed method. (b) Voltage using the proposed method.

Fig. 10. Simulation waveforms for test case 1 (Load). (a) Current using the
proposed method. (b) Voltage using the proposed method.

Finally, the best solution value is taken for the controller. The
optimal controller tuning values are given in Tables II and III.
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Fig. 11. Individual power comparison of proposed scheme with various existing technique. (a) Base method. (b) ALO. (c) Proposed MALANN.

Fig. 12. Total power and load power comparison. (a) Base method. (b) ALO. (c) Proposed MALANN.

Fig. 13. Fitness comparison of the proposed method with existing techniques.

A. Test Case 1: Irradiance Change

In this section, the change in the irradiance for test case 1 is
studied. Fig. 7 shows the analysis of wind speed and irradiation
in test case 1. As seen in Fig. 7(a), the wind speed (m/s) in
this condition is set as constant. Fig. 7(b) shows the irradiance
changes concerning time. The irradiance (W/m2) initially starts
at 600 W/m2, and the variation happens at time t = 0.25 to 1 s,
which reaches the irradiance of 400 W/m2. Fig. 7(c) and (d) show
the wind current and wind voltage using the proposed technique,
respectively.

In the irradiance change condition, the wind current and
voltage are considered at a reasonable condition. Fig. 8 shows
the analysis of PV current and PV voltage using the proposed
technique under irradiance change. In Fig. 8(a), the PV current
varies at time t = 0.25–1 s, and the corresponding PV current
varies due to the irradiance change from 2.5 to 1.9 A. Fig. 8(b)
shows that the PV voltage varies at time t = 0.25–1 s and the
corresponding PV voltage varies due to the irradiance change

from 61 to 39 V. The analysis of diesel generator current and
voltage using the proposed technique under irradiance change
is plotted in Fig. 9. Fig. 9(a) depicts that the diesel generator
current under irradiance change consistently manages the system
to reasonable condition with the current of 30 A. In contrast,
the diesel generator voltage under irradiance change gradually
varies at time t = 0.69–1 s, and the voltage reaches 8V. The
analysis of load current and load voltage using the proposed
method in test case 1 is plotted in Fig. 10. From Fig. 10(a), the
load current varies at time t = 0.69–1 s when the corresponding
load current reaches 40 A. From Fig. 10(b), the load voltage
varies at time t = 0.69–1 s when the corresponding load voltage
reaches 8 V.

The individual power comparison of the proposed strategy
with various existing technologies such as base and ALO meth-
ods is portrayed in Fig. 11. As shown in the base method in
Fig. 11(a), the PV, wind, and diesel generator give less amount
of power compared with ALO and proposed technique. The PV
power for base method produces 500 W. For the base method,
wind power is varied, and after some time, wind power produces
a constant power. Initially, the diesel generator power attains
1800 W which slightly decrease to 200 W.

In Fig. 11(b), the individual power comparison using the
ALO method is depicted. It shows that PV power produces
520 W. Wind power produces the constant power of 300 W with
slight variation. The diesel generator power attains the power of
1000 W, and the power decreases to 400 W. Fig. 11(c) portrays
the PV power using the proposed method. Under irradiation
change, the PV power slightly varied to produce a power of
600 W. The wind power produces a constant output of 310 W.
The diesel generator power of the proposed method reaches
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Fig. 14. Simulation waveforms for test case 2 (wind). (a) Wind Speed. (b) Irradiance.

Fig. 15. Simulation waveforms for test case 2 (wind). (a) Current using the
proposed method. (b) Voltage using the proposed method.

from 600 to 380 W due to the irradiance change condition.
Fig. 12 shows the comparison of total power and load power of
proposed method with existing techniques. In the base method,
Fig. 12(a) depicts that during irradiance change condition, the
total power initially starts at 2000 W and decreases to 800 W.
The load power ranges from 1500 to 500 W during the irradiance
change condition. By using the ALO method, Fig. 12(b) depicts
that the total power is initially under 1400 W and decreases to
700 W. The load power ranges 900–400 W in the irradiation
change case. Fig. 12(c) shows the total power and load power
production using the proposed method analyses. The total power
reaches a maximum power of 1400 W and the load power
initially in the maximum power of 800–410 W. Fig. 13 shows
the comparison of fitness plot of the proposed method with the
existing technique under irradiance change condition. As seen
in Fig. 13, the proposed method gives an optimal solution when
compared with the existing technique.

B. Test Case 2: Load Change

In this test case, the load change condition under the period
of 0.6–0.8 s, the system is investigated. Fig. 14 shows the
analysis of wind speed and irradiance. Under the load changing
condition, the wind speed is constant with a speed of 12 m/s. In
the irradiance under load changing condition, the irradiance is
1000 W/m2. Fig. 15 shows the analysis of wind current and wind
voltage under varying load condition. As seen in Fig. 15(a) and
(b), the wind current produces a constant current, and the wind
voltage produces a constant voltage due to the load changing
condition. Fig. 16 shows the analysis of PV current and PV
voltage using the proposed method under the load changing
condition.

Fig. 16. Simulation waveforms for test case 2 (PV). (a) Current using the
proposed method. (b) Voltage using the proposed method.

Fig. 17. Simulation waveforms for test case 2 (Diesel Generator). (a) Current
using the proposed method. (b) Voltage using the proposed method.

In Fig. 16(a) the PV current changes from 7.5 to 6 A due
to the load change condition in the system. In Fig. 16(b), the
PV voltage changed from 102 to 101.3 V due to the load
change condition. Fig. 17 shows the analysis of diesel generator
current and voltage using a proposed method in test case 2. The
diesel generator current under load change condition produces
a constant amount of current as shown in Fig. 17(a). Fig. 17(b)
shows the diesel generator voltage under load change condition,
it attains a deviation at time t = 0.6 to 0.8 s, the diesel generator
current produces 7 V. The analysis of load current and voltage
using the proposed method under load change condition is shown
in Fig. 18. In Fig. 18(a), the load current deviates from 0.6
to 0.8 s and produces 40 A of load current. Fig. 18(b) shows
the load voltage using the proposed method under load change
conditions, the deviation happens at 0.6–0.8 s with 8 V of
load voltage. The individual power comparison of the proposed
method with various existing technologies such as base and ALO
method is portrayed in Fig. 19. By using the base method in
Fig. 19(a), the PV, wind and diesel generator power gives less
amount of power compared with ALO and proposed technique.
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Fig. 18. Simulation waveforms for test case 2 (Load). (a) Current using
proposed method. (b) Voltage using proposed method.

Fig. 19. Individual power comparison of proposed scheme with various ex-
isting techniques. (a) Base method. (b) ALO. (c) Proposed MALANN.

The PV power for the base method is 650 W. For the base
method, wind power is varied, and after some time, wind power
produces constant power. Initially, the diesel generator power
attains 1900 W and slightly decreases to 500 W. In Fig. 19(b),
the individual power comparison using the ALO method is
depicted. It gives the PV power of 620 W. Wind power produces
the constant power of 300 W with slight variation. The diesel
generator power attains the power of 1100 W, and the power
decreases to 450 W. Fig. 19(c) portrays the PV power using the
proposed method. The PV power under load change condition
slightly varied and produces a power of 750 W. The wind power
produces a constant output of 320 W. The diesel generator power
of the proposed method reaches 640–400 W due to the load
change condition.

Fig. 20 shows the comparison of total power and load power
of the proposed method with existing techniques. In the base
method, Fig. 20(a) depicts that during load change condition, the
total power initially starts at 2800 W and decreases to 1200 W.
The load power ranges from 1500 to 500 W during the load
change condition. By using the ALO method, Fig. 20(b) depicts
that the total power is initially under 1800 W and decreases to
1300 W. The load power ranges 1100–510 W in the load change
condition. In Fig. 20(c), the proposed method analyzes the total
power and load power production. The total power reaches a
maximum power of 1490 W and the load power initially is in
the maximum power of 800 W which decreases to 510 W. As

Fig. 20. Total power and load power comparison. (a) Base method. (b) ALO.
(c) Proposed MALANN.

Fig. 21. Fitness comparison of the proposed method with existing techniques.

shown in Fig. 21, the proposed method gives an optimal solution
when compared with the existing technique.

Here, the feedback gains impact on the stability of the system
is tested by increasing the gain of the power controller gradually.
From the overall analysis, the system produces a stable and
reliable operation by utilizing the proposed controller.

V. CONCLUSION

In this article, a small-signal stability analysis of a distributed
generation unit influenced by climatic changes in an autonomous
MG operation employing MALANN strategy was proposed.
The proposed strategy was utilized for restoring the reasonable
operating condition of the MG. The proposed strategy optimally
predicted the control parameters of the inner current control loop
and the outer power control loop considering a variety of current
and power parameters. The proposed controller is actualized in
the MATLAB/Simulink platform. The proposed model is used to
examine the system stability by using the MALANN controller
to evaluate the system operation using the fitness convergence.
The small-signal analysis is driven by the linearized system
state matrix to investigate the oscillatory system mode and the
sensitivity to controller parameters. Subsequently, the proposed
strategy is a promising technique for determining complicated
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problems and the stability analysis is reasonably accurate, and
the controller offers a reliable system’s operation.
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